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OVERTHROW THE KOALA EDITOR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Now wait just one damned minute.  Yeah, yeah, yeah, it’s another rerun issue.    But this time, we have a better
reason than just the horrific car accident that mangled three quarters of the Senior Staff.  Oh, you didn’t hear
about that?  Yeah, well, that’s the real reason we had to do a rerun issue last winter.  Any complaints will
probably hurt those staffers feelings, so unless you like making the weak and crippled feel like shit, oh wait,
wrong audience, nevermind.  Back to the point, this time, it’s our 20th Anniversary.  Every five years, we put out
an issue that compiles the best of the last five years and you’re holding it in your hands right now.  Now, see,
you’re pissed off again.  Yeah, you’ve been sifting through the shitty articles and piles of lame filler for five years
for no reason at all.    We just summed up all the good stuff for you.  In fact, I honestly wouldn’t bother with the
next five years either (the new recruits seem to think I’m funny, and that can’t bode well for the future).  Just
stop by around October of 2007 and pick up your 25th Anniversary Issue.  Now one of the quirky things about
a rerun issue is that some of the jokes might seem old to you.  They might joke about people who are unknown
to you, people long dead like Shari Lewis or Jesus.  Some jokes may refer to whole groups of people who,
thanks to radical changes in the world of terminology, don’t exist anymore, like fags or colored people.  They
might even make jokes that have since been rehashed in other campus publications.  When you read the
material that falls into these categories, continue on without fear.  There’s really a ton of funny stuff in here.  So
enjoy the sixteen page issue and remember that the ads in it paid for the extra page space because the AS
didn’t seem to think that the longest continuously running publication at UCSD deserved an extra $200 to
deliver a Collector’s Issue to you on its twentieth birthday.  To add insult to injury, when we challenged them to
a drink-off for the funding, we found out that only one elected member of the AS even drinks alcohol.  Let’s stop
electing these barneys who don’t represent the real students of UCSD.  As a matter of fact, all of the guys in the
AS even believe “No” means “No.”  We’ve got to put an end to this.  The other one in four of us badly needs
representation in the student government so we can have our voices heard.  Anyway, here’s to another 20
years of being the best fucking newspaper in the English-speaking world!!!  VIVA KOALA!!!  VIVA ARMENIA!!!
-Ed Box

“The views expressed in this publication are solely those
of THE KOALA and our members.  While the publisher

of this publication is recognized as a campus student
organization at the University of California, San Diego,
the views expressed in its publication do not represent

those of ASUCSD, the University of California, the
Regents, their officers, or employees, nor does

ASUCSD, the University of California, the Regents,
their officers, or employees.  Each publication bears the
full legal responsibility for its content.”  Except for our
publication.  Osama bin Laden has graciously accepted
responsibility for our publication.  Thanks, O, if there’s

anything we can do for you, just let us know.
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Dear
John,

Love advice from

the Pope

Dear John,
I’ve been with my fiance for quite some time now, and she still won’t
have sex with me. She’s not very religious, but she still wants to wait
until we’re married. What can I do?

A man and a woman must wait until they are married to

have sex. Men usually have a harder time dealing with

the intense desire to have premarital sex. That is why

God invented alterboys. You may not be a big ranking

official, but I doubt you’ll have a hard time finding a young

boy who can help ease your tension.  Just stop by your

local Catholic church. The best thing about them is they’ll

usually work for a cup of wine and a couple of those body

of Christ wafers.

Dear John,
My girlfriend and I would really like to have sex, but we’re worried
that we might burn in Hell for an eternity if we do. Can you help
us?

You are correct that premarital intercourse will lead to

you burning in Hell for the rest of time, but there are

somethings you can do about it (see above). In your case,

though, I see only one solution, butt-sex. If your girl is

looking for some action, it probably won’t take too much

convincing to get her to take it in the booty-hole (espe-

cially if you tell her that the Pope says it’s okay). What

most people don’t know is that anal intercourse doesn’t

count when we’re talkin’ about eternal damnation. That

means you can hump all the butts you want without fear

of endangering your afterlife.

Dear John,
I’m a gay teenager and my parents are strict Catholics. I want to
let them know about my sexual preference, but I don’t know how
they’ll take it.

You are obviously not the offspring of your mother and

father and are probably the result of your mother being

impregnated by Satan sperm. You shall die a terrible

death for the sinful pleasures you so cherish here on

Earth. Your best chance is to shoot yourself before you

gay up all the rest of us.

Ask
Kid’n’Play

It’s Da Bomb!

Dear Kid N’ Play,
My boyfriend has a
tendency to cheat on me,
and after the last time I
came down with HIV. Now I don’t know if he is to
blame, but I think that his permiscuous lifestyle is
unhealthy for both me and my two year old son. What
do you suggest I do?
Diseased in Detroit

Dear Diseased,
You should rent House Party 3. Have you seen House Party 3?
It’s Da Bomb!

Dear Kid N’ Play,
My boyfriend says I’m a ho just cuz I fucked the whole
high school football team. Of course he’s
overexaggerating as always. I didn’t sleep with the
foreign kicker! Anyway, does my lifestyle make me a
ho?
Horned Out in Houston

Dear Horned,
You should rent Class Act. Did you see Class Act? It’s Da
Bomb!

Dear Kid N’ Play,
I had a successful movie career until I fell off a horse.
Now I’m confined to a wheelchair! Do you think I can
ever regain my former status as a public figure and a
model citizen?
C.R.

Dear Superman,
You’re straight up bootie jacked! Did you ever see “Rollin with
Kid N’ Play” where we did the kickstep? Da kickstep is Da
Bomb! Do the kickstep and that will solve all your problems, you
jacked up fool! And rent House Party!

Dear Kid N’ Play,
I’ve been with my man for 2 years. It’s getting kind of
serious. Do you hear wedding bells in the future?
Engaged in Eugene

Dear Engaged,
Can you spare a dollar? Da dollar’s Da Bomb! We like dollars!

Visit to the Guardian Office
cover:  F. Choi



Top Five Gay Pet Peeves

1.  When he makes you sleep in the brown

spot.

2.  Chili dogs give you embarrassing

erection in public

3.  After ejaculating, your partner wipes his

shit-stained penis all over your expensive

curtains.

4.  When Dad plays hard to get.

5.  And you thought farts SMELLED bad!

Top Five Things Jesus Said While On The

Cross

1.  Ouch!!!

2.  Could someone scratch my nuts?!

3.  Okay guys, this isn’t funny anymore.

4.  Denver Broncos world champs!!!

5.  Yo, what the dilly, yo?!

Top Five Child Molester Pick-Up Lines

1.  “All the other eight year olds say my

dick is the biggest they’ve seen.”

2.  “Why don’t you come over to my place

and we can play ‘Duck Duck Cock’”

3.  “What is a girl like you doing in a

kindergarten like this?”

4.  “Your legs must be tired, because

you’ve been playing kickball in my mind

all day.”

5.  “Usually I fuck kids, but for you I’d

make an exception.”

Top Five Rejected WB Pilots for the Fall

Season

1.  Spanky, the Wooden Dwarf Monkey

2.  Moesha Afta’ Dark

3.  Kid ‘N Play’s Pajama Jammie Jam

4.  Sandra: The Foreign Woman with the

Enormous Tits

5.  Who are we fooling?  The WB wouldn’t

reject any of these.

Top Five Reasons It’s Cool to Have A.D.D.

1.  When you’re in the hallway and

2.  Dental checkups always make you

3.  Everybody knows that A.D.D. guys get

all the

4.  Every time you get

5.  Two words:

Top Five Things the Love Child of Mr. T

and Gary Coleman would say

1.  I pity the Willis who talks ‘bout fools

2.  Fools pity the talkin’ Willis

3.  Willis pitys the fools talkin’

4.  Talkin ‘bout pity, Willis, fool!

5.  Dy-no-mite!!!

Top Five Signs That the President Wants to

Have Sex With You

1.  He offers you a “position on his staff”

2.  Everytime you’re around, he puts on the

tie with the little red, white and blue sperm

on it

3.  During Assembly, Al Gore keeps pass-

ing you notes reading, “Billy Likes You”

4.  He mentions to you offhand that the

legal definition of “sexual relationship”

also makes no mention of “anal play”.

5.  You have a vagina.

Top Five Things Lamb Chop Will Do Now

that Shari Lewis is Dead

1.  Sell herself nightly to the highest-

bidding fratboy

2.  Accept challenging new role on Melrose

Place as “Lamb that Screws Everyone and

Acts Like a Bitch”

3.  Appear on shocking episode of Springer

entitled “She Stuck Her Hand Up My Ass

for 45 Years”

4.  Three words: kebabs, kebabs, kebabs!

5.  Just lie there like a shitty old sweat sock

Top Five Sightings in Revelle

1.  A fat chick with two orders of curly fries

2.  A fat chick buying a pint of Ben and

Jerry’s Chubby Hubby

3.  A lobotomized yak working on his next

article for the Guardian

4.  Student with an O-chem book twice his

size getting out of a lowered Integra with a

fat chick

5.  Fat chicks in tight clothes yelling

“We’re going to TJ” and then hide in their

rooms to eat Chubby Hubby and curly fries

Top Five BET Shows

1.  Word Is Born

2.  Bitch-Slappin’ Yo Cracka Ass

3.  “Yo sucka!”: An 80’s retrospective

4.  The Nothing-But-Puff-Daddy Music

Variety Hour

5.  Blossom

Top Five Signs Your Kid’s Ritalin Is Work-

ing

1.  She stops speaking in tongues and

stabbing self in the crotch with crucifix

2.  Stops distracting you from your pre-

cious career

3.  Play time no longer sounds like NWA’s

Greatest Hits

4.  Won’t shotgun a beer and dance for the

Koala staff anymore

5.  No more festering, puss-oozing bite

marks on little brother

Top Ten Things That Mean “Yes”

1.  “I’m soooo drunk...”

2.  Restraining orders

3.  Sitting no more that 2 seats away from

any male in a CSE class

4.  Sleeping with your window unlocked

5.  Breasts >= C-cup

6.  Wearing clothes that reveal your gender

7.  Saying “Excuse me”

8.  Ripping hotpants off screaming “I want

your throbbing boners!!!”

9.  Eye contact

10.  “No”

Top Five Pieces of Good News You Don’t

Want To Hear From Your Doctor

1.  “We did have to amputate your leg, but

you made me enough money to buy a new

Jag.”

2.  “You won’t be getting those embarrass-

ing erections anymore.

3.  “Advances in medical technology will

allow you to move around in your wheel-

chair with just your breath.”

4.  “You’ll never have to wipe your own

ass again.”

5.  “Don’t worry, that’s not my finger.”

Top Five Pieces of Good News You Don’t

Want to Hear From Your Girlfriend

1.  “My dad’s not jealous of you anymore.”

2.  “I shouldn’t have anymore problems

taking you up the butt.”

3. “My vagina tells me it’s okay for you to

enter her again.”

4.  “I’m over my fear of lesbians.”

5.  “Don’t worry, it’s not yours.”

Top Five Games to Play on Stoned People

1.  The “What were we just talking about”

game.

2.  The “Is that a cop outside?” game.

3.  The “Bogart the joint and see if he

notices” game.

4.  The “Tell him there’s a phone call for

him then steal his seat when he gets up”

game.

5.  The “Beat the shit out of him, take his

wallet and never talk to him again” game.

Top Five Pick-up Lines for an Inflatable

Love Doll

1.  “What’s your polymer?”

2.  “Stop playing hard to get.”

3.  “I have a tire patch kit in my car.”

4.  “So, uh, what college are you from?”

5.  “Are those real?!!!!”

Top Four Things Men Want From Women

1.  Blowjobs

2.  Topless lap dances

3.  A sympathetic ear and a shoulder to cry

on ...  PSYYYYYCH!!!!

4.  Monster tits

Top Six Things Women Don’t Want to

Give to Men

1.  Blowjobs

2.  Any lap dances

3.  A moment of peace and quiet

4.  Their money’s worth

5.  Whatever it is they want

6.  Syphilis

Top Five Arabian Proverbs

1.  He who does not worship the God Allah

shall have to pay a minimum of $1.57 per

gallon of gas.

2.  Especially those people who live in San

Diego.

3.  I hate those yuppie hedons.

4.  Always lying next to their beaches

wearing their bikinis.

5.  I wish our women could wear bikinis.

The World Famous

KOALA Lists!!
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is it time to
give up da booty???  how to know if he’s ready for buttsex

1. When we’re at the mall, my guy
A. Only pays attention to me.
B. Talks to me, but insists on me bending over in front
of him when he does.
C. Stares at other women’s behinds as they walk by and
says “I’d like to stick my thing in that.”

2. When we hug, my man
A. Puts his arms around me lovingly.
B. Puts his hands on my butt.
C. Puts his hands on the butts of women walking by.

3. During sex, Mr. Right
A. Always has perfect aim.
B. Sometimes “accidentally” slips and hits me in the
wrong place.
C. Tries to convince me that that IS my vagina.

4. When we talk on the phone late at night, he
A. Always says “I love you” before he hangs up.
B. Always says “Hope to stick it in your butthole soon”
before he hangs up.
C. Always says “Mmm, feels good... um I mean talk to
you later” before he hangs up.

5. His love letters
A. Contain poems about cute little bunnies and kittens.
B. Contain poems about sodomizing cute little bunnies
with kittens.
C. Contain poems about sheep.

6. His pet name for me is
A. My little cupcake.
B. My little girl who I want to fuck in the ass.
C. Bitch.

7. When we watch pornos together, he
A. Pretends not to have a throbbing
erection.
B. Tries to sneek up behind me.
C. Is in them.

You’ve been going out for three weeks and he’s

talked you into doing all the positions in that Kama

Sutra picture book he took from his parents’ room,

but now the relationship feels stale. Is it time to break

up? Maybe, but it also may just be the right time to

let him into your butt. Answer these questions to find

out exactly what to do. If you do this quiz and fail to

follow our advice, don’t blame us if you’re miserable

the rest of your life, you bitch.

Scoring:

A= 3 B=2 C=1

17-21

Things are great. Hold out on the anal sex for as long
as you can, but be sure to take this test every few
weeks just to make sure you don’t lose your man.

10-16

Give up da booty. You’ve only got a few days before
he’ll be dropping you like a drunk retard’s beer. The
only way to save this relationship is anal sex and even
then, you probably don’t have long.

9 or less

Shoot yourself, no amount of backdoor exploration
can make your life worth living.
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Hey all, it’s me again. Just to get this out of the way, this is my
last issue as editor of the Koala. I will be moving on to do bigger
butter things. That’s right, I am the proud new employee of Steve’s
Butter World in Modesto, California. So if you need butter, give me a
call and I’ll hook you up. I figured what better way to use my computer
science degree than churning butter. I mean, computers do run on
butter.

But really, I was thinking about the male G-Spot and the way I
see it, the path you have to take to get there isn’t worth the results.
Sure it may feel really good (not that I know), but at what cost? A
stinky hand, that’s what cost. I don’t care how good something is, if I
have to dig in my butt to find it, forget about it. In fact, you could stick
a million dollars in my colon, and I’d let it sit there forever ‘cause
there’s no way in hell I’m gonna stick my hand up my butt to get it.

I was also thinking about how much thinking I do. I think a lot.
Sometimes I think without even thinking about it. But I like to think, I
think it’s healthy. See, I just did it. The problem with thinking is that no
one gets to hear all your great thoughts. That’s why I like talking too.
And writing, because writing is just like talking with spelling. I’d like to
take this time to beg you all to not support companies that use that “I
Believe I Can Fly” song in their ads. Also, don’t support companies
that computer generate talking lips onto dogs or babies. And while
you’re at it, don’t support communism.

A lot of hard work and beer went into the making of this issue. I
don’t even remember working on some parts of it I was so drunk. It’s

not my best work, but if you want to see my best work I can show you
pictures of my poo.  Actually, I like it. It’s got lots of lists, pictures,
and even a dick joke or two.

This being my last issue, I guess I need to thank some people.
Firstly, I’d like to thank Berkeley for not accepting me because had I
gone there I might have a degree that’s worth something, but I
wouldn’t have had The Koala. Wait, I think I got shafted, damn you
Berkeley, damn you!! Secondly, I’d like to thank alcohol for getting me
through some tough times. Thirdly, I’d like to thank Jesus for always
being funny (especially when he has anal sex with chickens high on
crack). Fourthly, I’d like to thank Taco Bell for the delicious Combo #1.
Fifthly, I’d like to thank me for all the times I gave myself a hand job.
Sixthly, I’d like to thank all the students at UCSD whose fees helped
pay for a dildo used as a prop on Koala TV. You all own a piece of
that dildo and I’d donate it to the school, but it’s in my butt and you
know I can’t stick my hand in my butt. Seventhly, I’d like to thank all
the people that put up with me over the past four years. Eighthly, I’d
like to thank anal sex, chickens, crack, monkeys, buttholes, dicks,
pirates, ninjas, Jim J. Bullock, Mr. T, retards, and ALF; without which,
I would not be funny. Ninth, I’d like to thank Jerry Springer for doing
that show with the really fat guy. I liked that. Tenth, I’d like to thank

anyone who doesn’t think this is filler.

XO XO Spencer

MAY THE POOP BE WITH YOU By Spencer

Depressed Eskimo Poetry
By The Depressed Eskimo

Natural wonders all around
Snow piles endlessly on the ground

Off to fish for tonight’s meal
On my way I pass seal

My trusty dog leads way
I haven’t haven’t gotten laid in three years

You are the most beautiful woman that I have ever seen
No one would understand us though because you’re really a penguin

It sure is cold
I’d love some company

I’m all alone
I could freeze my dick off trying to masturbate it’s so cold

I am the king of my igloo
I do what I want when I want

I am my own boss
But I’d give it all up for a blowjob

The Snow Haiku
Snow Snow Snow Snow Snow

Snow Snow Snow Snow Snow Snow Snow
Snow Snow Snow Snow Snow

I would trade all my whale blubber
For a nice, warm cup of anything

I loved that penguin but you can’t hump a penguin
Seals give good fin jobs though

The warmth of your breath
Is nothing compared to the warmth of your breasts

My shit comes out frozen

Dear Lord
Thanks for all this cold stuff around me

The Adventures of Beer-Goggle Man
An Adult Screenplay in Three Acts by Percival, the Raving Vagrant

Characters: Beer-Goggle Man, Police Chief, 3 Ugly Bank
Tellers, Rogue Highwayman

Act I: [fade in to Beer-Goggle Man in his den, wearing

smoking jacket, reading Juggs magazine. Telephone rings]

Beer-Goggle Man: Hello?
Police Chief: The First United Bank is being robbed!
BGM: This sounds like a job for Beer-Goggle Man!
[Triumphant horns sound as BGM stands, tears off jacket

to reveal BGM costume. Fade to black.]

Act II: [Fade in to Rogue Highwayman threatening 3 Ugly

Bank Tellers with pistol. Enter BGM.}

BGM: Stop, charlatan!
Rogue Highwayman: Eat hot lead, bitch! [Shoots BGM in

each kneecap.]

BGM: AUGH! [BGM falls to ground bleeding profusely.]

RH: Ha ha ha! [turns back to tellers and continues

threatening.]

BGM: Only one thing can save me now! [BGM shotguns a

six-pack of Natty Light.]

BGM: Take that, hooligan! [BGM knocks out RH with right

hook.]

3 Ugly Bank Tellers: Oh, Beer-Goggle Man, you’re so sexy!
BGM: What do you say we go back to my place, ladies? I
have some deposits I need to make. [exeunt BGM & 3UBT.

Fade to black. ]

Act III: [fade in to BGM engaging in steamy, deviant sex

with 3UBT]

BGM: Oh yeah, baby! Give it to me in large bills!
3UBT: Don’t stop: you never signed your withdrawl slip!

[fade to black]

Koko later came back to complain about net lag and

said she’d probably get a cable modem if she could

convince the other gorillas to help pay for it.

Koko the gorilla went on the internet recently to talk with

all the other monkeys surfing the web. The event was a lot

shorter than planned and went as follows:

Koko: Where find good anal midget

porn?

HitPoint99: www.analmidget.com

Koko: Koko like naked midget.

Hurry up we need to

check our e-mail!

  Koko gets laid more often than most CSE majors.

Monkeys!!!
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Bitch Slap
Bitch Slap

Bitch Slap
Feed

Christopher Reeves

Dreamboat Ken
Look out Barbie, cause

this Ken doll has a

battery powered

wheelchair that kids

control with their

tongue. Hope your dream

house has handicap

access, or we might just

have to call Johnny

Cochran Ken.

Li’l Humpin’

Puppy
The most realistic dog

toy of its kind, the

Humpin’ Puppy will

immediately straddle the

leg of anyone that walks

within 7 feet of it.

Perfect for children 3

and up as well as single

mothers.

Snoop Doggy Dogg

Drive-By-Mobile
Did G.I. Joe fuck your woman?

Did Ken smoke all your bud?

Then it’s time to bust a few

caps in some motherfuckers’

asses. Car comes loaded with

hydraulics and Snoop comes

strapped with a gat, beeatch!

If your child can’t stop eating, then he or

she probably suffers from Prader-Willi

Syndrom, caused by a defect of the 15th

chromosome. So why not make their

condition fun with this new play set. If

They’re going to eat themselves into

oblivion, why not do it in style. Entire

playset is edible, just in case.

Giant Spurtin’ Cock
Fill ‘er up with our

patented, edible, protein

rich “goo”, plug it in, and

stroke, stroke, stroke till

Giant Spurtin’ Cock lets

loose. Educational and

fun, but just a little messy.

Prader-Willi Playset

Giga-Bitch Virtual Ho

Come be a part of the Toys “4” Us Spring sale. From bikes to trains to an eighth of

cocaine, it’s the greatest toy store there is. If you don’t want to grow up, go into politics,

or come in to our store.

Hungry Hungry

Super Models
Isn’t it time Kate Moss

had a sandwich? Well

now you’re in control of

your favorite models’

eating habits. Try to

gobble up as many

marbles as you can and

then quickly try to gag

your supermodel to be

the first to regurgitate

them all!

Check yo’
self foo!

Freshman Drinking Game #1:

“Grandma’s Little Man” (4-6 Players)

What you need: 1 bottle of Bacardi 151, shotglasses, lighter, two dice

How to play:  Play goes counterclockwise, with each player rolling the
dice.  When the combination on this dice adds up to 6 or 9, the player
must take out his genitals and proudly yell, “I’m Grandma’s Little Man!”  All
other players then light their shots and attempt to scald said player’s genitalia.

Freshman Drinking Game #2:

CAUGHT IN A PISSER (Any number of players)

What you need: Warm beer; A deck of cards; Knowledge of a Lionel Richie song

How to play: Drink warm beer.  Once the warm beer has been finished, players sit
in a circle. Rules are identical to the card game “Old Maid.” When the round is
over, the player stuck with the “Old Maid” card is “Caught in a Pisser.” All players
must stand up immediately and urinate on said player as he belts out the lyrics to
any Lionel Richie song. This one’s great at parties!
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Don’t fall for one of those

imitation virtual ho’s that

don’t bring in any cash, only

Giga-Bitch guarantees your

ho will pay for itself in just a

few tricks, or you can kick its

ass!



Why Children Are Stupid And Useless By Senator Blackwood

One of my earliest childhood memories is
standing in the bathroom peeing into the
trashcan. That’s right, not the toilet, but the
trashcan. Now, I know what you’re thinking,
and you’re wrong: I have learned to pee in
the toilet since then. For me, this memory
evokes not joy and wistfulness but shame
and confusion. Why? What chemical
imbalance in my wee little head led me to
believe that it was okay to piss in the
trashcan? Like millions of other kids my age, I
had fallen victim not to a physiological
disorder but to the inescapable dunce cap
better known as childhood. I knew that I
should pee into the toilet but I choose not to. I
was an idiot.

Children are to life what women were to
ancient Greek bathhouses: useless. They just
don’t serve a purpose. For example, when
was the last time you had a problem with your
schoolwork and called your little brother? Or
the first time you were going to give a guy a
hand job, who did you call? Hopefully for him
it wasn’t your little sister.

Adults are capable of surviving on their
own; after all, we’re here in college enduring
the everyday struggles of the “real world.”
Children, on the other hand, are in no way
equipped to survive by themselves. When
confronted with something that frightens
them, kids shit their pants, literally. For
goodness sake, adults are forced to drive
them to school in big yellow (or even worse,
little yellow) buses that just scream, “Hey,
look over here! We are idiots.” If you found
out that your company’s CEO was dropped
off at work each day by a big yellow bus
would you really want those stock options? I
wouldn’t either.

Children are like a runny nose: they
are very unsightly and constantly have to be
tended to. Sure babies exude a certain
quality that makes them lovable, but how cute
are they really? I mean have you ever found
yourself wiping the shit crust off of a baby’s
ass and thought, “Gee, despite being caked
in shit, this baby is adorable!” Babies aren’t
precious. Super models are. If you happened
to find yourself relaxing with a supermodel
and he/she dropped a bomb in their pants
and then expected you to wipe their ass, how
would you feel? Part of the allure of a
supermodel, and all adults for that matter, is
that they have control over their bowel
movements and don’t shit themselves. Well
this sounds like a double standard to me.

Young children can soil themselves and still
be just darling. An adult lets out a fart that
sounds just a little too wet and he is avoided
like the plague, having better odds of seeing
Jon Rocker leading a Black Panther rally than
getting pussy. How does this happen? Well,
first off, we have such low expectations for
children. For example, a child so much as
gurgles and is immediately
applauded as if this is some kind of
accomplishment. This cycle of rewarding

unintentional and asinine behavior only
hinders the intellectual growth of the child
leaving them no motivation for accomplishing
any real goals. Think I’m wrong? Look at all
the lists of great thinkers, inventors and
artists through out time. Now notice how
many of them are children. Well I’ll be
damned: NONE of them!
To further illustrate my point lets have some
fun with a hypothetical scenario. Say that
you’re off fighting for Democracy in Vietnam
and take a little shrapnel to the ass and hit
your head hard falling into an unseen enemy
foxhole. The shrapnel only leaves you
walking funny but the face plant causes

serious amnesia leaving you with no memory
whatsoever. Upon returning home you notice
something strange: the small people,
children, appear to be running the show. You
notice that adults wait on children hand and
foot, stopping at nothing to please them.
While walking through the park you observe a
child eat some sand, walk over to his friends,
squat, and proceed to shit himself. To your
surprise, his friends laugh and smile and his
mother runs over to wipe his ass and change
his underpants. This bothers you because
you recount how last week when you shit
your pants in the supermarket people gave
you nasty looks and you had to walk all the
way home before you could clean up the
bomb that had exploded in your pants.

So my dad’s story doesn’t make for
the best example, but at least it demonstrates
my point: children are stupid and useless and
we treat them as if they are royalty. Why is it
that when a child finally says her first word
everyone throws a fucking party like the kid
figured out cold fusion? It’s one word,
probably a small one that isn’t even
pronounced well. And how long has the little
shit had to listen and practice? YEARS! If we
accepted this kind of progress from everyone,
college would be a forty-year experience. My
dad promised to pay a visit to my ass if I took
longer than four years, how the hell is that
fair?

Maybe I’m just being a little hard on
kids. Maybe I’m just jealous of them because
I was robbed of the childhood I was supposed
to have when my parents sold me to the
gypsies for a bag of Peruvian hashish and a
novelty pet rock. Damn gypsies. Scarred
childhood aside, I stand by my claim.
Children are stupid, useless and serve no
purpose. They are a hindrance; they are the
ass-scorching diarrhea you feel hit you as
you get started on a ten-hour road trip with
your girlfriend’s family. So do yourself, your
wallet and the world a favor: don’t have kids.
Adopt them once they are at a safe age, like
twelve or fourteen. Or don’t take my advice.
Be a hippie, go ahead. But when you come
home to find your kids eating each other’s
boogers and there is a nice little shit surprise
waiting for you in your loafers, don’t say I
didn’t warn you. Take it from the kid that used
to pee in the bathroom trashcan. I’m right.

Abercrombie

and Fitch Debut

Homoerotic

Catalogue
by Nome Eley

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -

Clothing manufacturer Abercrombie and

Fitch debuted its new homoerotic catalogue

last Saturday. In a move to make the

catalogue more appealing to male readers, A

& F Quarterly editors felt the presence of

even more men in the catalogue would boost

readership.

“We wanted to show the real man; to

show what goes on when men wearing expensive clothes begin to touch and wrestle with each other,” says A & F Quarterly editor Julius

Delong. “Included with the usual pictures of bare-torsoed loin-clad models wrestling with each other, we threw in some great ass fucking and

cum shots.”

The pictures were taken by Hong Long Dong the avant-garde San Francisco photographer whose works have been published in “GQ,” “

Details,” and “ Men’s Health.” “I let them do whatever they wanted. I did have to encourage them to by showing them first hand what I

wanted them to do,” said Dong. “1 thought that I was going to have to play daddy and whip my naughty boys. After a while all the models

were in the zone hitting the mark - if you know what I mean.” The catalogue will be available through Abercrombie’s web page and in stores.
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Behind The Magic
A Koala Ear-To-The-Street Exclusive

I grew up watching Today’s

interviewees on T.V. You

probably did, too. Whether

they were promoting good

over evil, saving the day, or

just plain kickin’ back,

their antics amused,

delighted, and educated us.

I’m pleased to announce

that the Koala’s Ear to the

Street has recently gotten a

chance to meet this

Dynamic Duo known to the

public as simply Bert &

Ernie. Let’s find out what

makes them tick.

Koala: So, how are y’all

doin’ today?

Bert: Fine.

Ernie: I’m okay.

Koala: Whoa! One at a

time, boys!

Bert: You’re really weird.

Koala: So, let me get to the

heart of things... There’s a

lot of rumors circulating

that you two are... well...

that you two are gay.

Ernie: Let me just say that

that rumor is totally false.

I’ve never had homosexual

relations with anyone. I’ve

never even been to camp!

Koala: Well, you’ve

certainly set the record

‘straight’, so to speak.

Ernie: Bert’s a queer,

though.

Bert: To the break of

dawn!

Koala: My, oh, my!

Ernie: Usually it’s just Biff

from construction, but he’s

recently been having Telly

over, too.

Bert: Thank you, Ernie.

Ernie: Yep, whenever we’re

short on rent, I can always

count on my of buddy Bert

to trick up a few extra

bucks.

Bert: Shut up, Ernie.

Koala: If I may move away

from the topic of sex for a

moment: Ernie, do you get

a lot of play?

Ernie: Let me put it this

way.. It takes two

puppeteers just to make me

take a shit, and last

Saturday, I had a whole

crew of ‘em working in my

bedroom.

Koala: You took a shit in

your bedroom?!

Ernie: No, I didn’t take a

shit in my bedroom! I was,

you know, teaching others

how to share.

Koala: Sounds sultry. Any

other scandals rocking this

street?

Ernie: More than you’d

ever believe.

Koala: I heard you two were

involved in a bit of a scuffle a

few days ago.

Ernie: Yeah, some dealer

rolled up here.

Bert: Dealers are always

checkin out this street.

Ernie: You’d think cTw

stood for ‘crack-Tokin’

whores’.

Bert: I bought a twenty-

sack off of him, and I swear

to god he only sold me a

nickel rock!

Ernie: Dealers are always

trying to burn us. We have

this reputation for being

real nice.

Koala: What did you do

about it?

Bert: We gave him a little

lesson in counting, if you

know what I mean.

Koala: To tell the truth, I

have no idea what you

mean.

Ernie: Neither do I.

Bert: Well, that makes

three of us. Pass the paper

bag and the spray can,

Ernie.

Koala: Any shocking

affairs you can tell our

readers about?

Ernie: Hmm.. I really

shouldn’t tell you... Let’s

just say it involves Luis

from the fix-it shop and a

certain blonde three-foot

hussy who’s got no legs.

Koala: Could you be talking

about Betty Lou?

Ernie: You said it, not me.

Bert: Hey, could you put

something in there about

us pimp-slappin’ them

ho’s?

Koala: Sure.

[Bert and Ernie pimp-slap

several ho’s]

Koala: Are there any stories

you’d like to share about

memorable moments on the

set?

Ernie: Well, there was this

one time... Me and Candace

Bergen were singing the

alphabet song. All of a

sudden, Candace doubles

over and pukes up like two

quarts of ‘Night Train.’

Right before I was about to

do my solo of four through

ten.

Bert: Four through ten

are numbers, Ernie.

They’re not part of the

alphabet song.

Ernie: Do me a favor,

Bert?

Bert: What is it, Ernie?

Ernie: Shut the fuck up,

you’re high. So anyways, I

look down at her pile of

puke and I see a big

clump of dark blue fur

right in the middle of it.

Koala: That’s great. Would

you like to tell any stories

that don’t involve sex

scandals?

Bert: No. So this one time, I

was chillin’ at this bus stop,

when who should come up

and ask if he could suck

my dick for coke? Bob

Sagat, himself. Bible truth.

Koala: That never

happened. You stole that

from that movie, ‘Half

Baked!’

Bert: Oh, so I did.

Anyway, I says to him,

‘Okay Bob, but don’t use

no teeth this time, and-’

Ernie: Hey, sorry to

interrupt, but I was

wondering when I’m

going to get that double

scotch you promised

me.

Koala: I never promised

you that.

Ernie: My mistake. In

conclusion, I’d like to say

that Sesame Street is

brought to you by the

letters J and O, and the E

is brought to us by a man

who calls himself Mr. Q.

Koala: Are you done?

Bert: Oh, and one more

thing. [Somebody] said

they’d like to take

[somebody’s heart or

something] and put it in a

blender or something.

Ernie: You didn’t write

that down.

Koala: I’ll remember it.

Bert: No, you won’t!

Koala: Sure, I will.

It’s impossible to be alive today without knowing that Disneyland has renovated its Tomorrowland to look more like the

future of 1980 than the future of 1970. What they haven’t publicized, though, is the other changes they have made to the

park. We got a sneak peek at all the new attractions before the park opens them and here they are.

Mission To
Uranus
Explore the wonders of your

butthole as you and six of

your friends fly through your

colon. Actual footage of your

pooper is projected on a 200

foot screen which gets its

video from tiny cameras

located in the seats of the

cars. Hope you wiped!

The Cockets
(Sponsored by Viagra)
Based on the rockets in the old

Tomorrowland, but these look like

enormous penises. However, once

you get them up in the air, you have

to wait four hours before you can

bring them down.

Christopher Reeves

Bumper Cars
These high-tech cars are made to look

just like real wheelchairs and not only

that, you steer with your tongue!

Destined to be a classic.

The Matterhorn
A change to an old favorite.

The world famous snow

monster from the Matterhorn

has been replaced by none

other than the world famous

music sensation Yanni! The

new Yanni monster will not

only growl and have

glowing eyes, but will force

passengers to listen to his

music.

Mr. Toad’s White Trash Ride
A visit to the pathetic existence that is the trailer

park. See Jethro and all his cousins as you travel

from can of Spam to can of Spam.
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News Flash!!

Koala Staff Helps Community

We can only hope that their paper will prosper, and that ad revenues will manage to pay off their increasingly costly Depends debt.

This summer, The Koala decided to help a fledgling
paper run by the mentally and physically handicapped of San
Diego. We scouted all over, made endless phone calls and
finally found a group so desperately lacking humor that it
sickened us.  No, I’m not talking about the Muir Quarterly, I
mean the patients at the House of Guiding Hands, Mental
Care Facility in Poway and their paper the Tard Tribune.

In addition to his severe Down’s Syndrome, TT Editor-
in-Chief Kippy Schwartz had been in the dumps ever since
his Managing Editor locked himself in the bathroom after
someone played the old “feces in the orange juice” trick on
him. Also, a week before, Kippy’s best Production Assistant

Here are a few pictures of our plucky friends...

had gone haywire after a mishap in the electroshock room
and choked on his own foot.

Yes, the situation looked grim. But with the help of
Koala ingenuity, encouragement, and massive doses of
Thorazine, the Tribune realized its full potential and became
the most widely read paper in City Heights! Joey finally came
out of the bathroom, little Eddie twitched his shoulder quietly,
and it was obvious that joy had returned to these very special
tards.

So, we here at The K would like to send personal
greetings to our sister paper at the House of Guiding Hands.

If you would like to contribute your time to the mentally challenged in your area, here is a list of places where help is most needed:

Psych Ward at the State Corrections Facility in Oceanside
Scripps Clinic of Pediatric Psychosis
Sharp Hospital Mental Care Institute

 Office of the Chancellor. UCSD

... working hard ... ...playing hard ...

... staring at a wall for 8 hours straight ... ... and shrieking uncontrollably for
no apparent reason ...

My, oh my.
You’ve been a
VERY bad girl.

Chancellor Dynes Personally Inspects

Incoming Freshman Class
Many Found To Be “Naughty”

Ask any freshman girl what her favorite part of
Welcome Week was and you’ll hear a unanimous
response: The Chancellor’s Personal Inspection. The
freshman inspection is one of UCSD’s oldest and most
revered traditions, down to the Eucalyptus Paddle, cut
from the first eucalyptus tree to grow on campus.
Although anywhere from 70 to 85% of the female
freshman class is found to be “naughty” each year and
subjected to a lengthy spanking and name-calling
session, the practice remains wildly popular with
students and parents alike. Said Mary-Jane Bonghitt,
Muir freshman, “It was, like, SO cool to get to meet the
Chancellor in person my first night here! And with his
stern discipline and gentlemanly demeanor, he
TOTALLY provided the father-figure I’ve been looking
for here at UCSD. Thank you, Master.”
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My Time In The Closet
I spent a lot of time in the closet.  My parents would put me there when I was bad, when I did something wrong, or when

they couldn’t find a baby sitter.  Sometimes they’d leave the light on, sometimes they’d turn it off, but one thing was for sure,
there’d be spikes.  I’m not sure if the spikes were there for the clothes or not, but they always seemed to be eye level, even as I
grew.  Sometimes there would be plastic bags with grape jelly on the inside and I’d get to lick it off.  My parents’ faint chants of
“Choke, choke, choke” from outside always soothed me while I did it.

When I was seven my parents told me I was going to get a little brother.  Soon after that they brought him home and let
me take care of him.  He was adorable and was so nice to me until the day he bit me.  I became violently ill and had to be rushed
to the hospital.  Later they admitted that my little brother was actually a rabid squirrel.  I don’t think they thought about how much
rabies shots hurt, otherwise they would have brought me a poisonous snake.  They were so busy trying to find their next score,
though, they didn’t have time to think about it.

Before my first day of junior high my father kicked me in the groin.  I don’t think there was a point to it, but he continued to
kick me in the balls everyday for the rest of my grade school career.  I think that’s why I went away to college.

To potty train me, my parents would lock me in the closet with a potty and instructions.  They were stereo instructions, but
it didn’t matter because I couldn’t read.  Every so often they would come in to check on me and feed me pencil shavings.  They
didn’t skimp either.  They got the yummy blue pencils without erasers, none of this number 2 shit.  So I spent a year and a half in
the closet learning that I couldn’t just poop on the floor.  However, my first college roommate didn’t understand why I kept shitting
in his shoes.  Now I just crap on the floor and I feel like the whole process was a waste.

But not everything was feces filled closets and kicks to the balls, we had our bad times too.  My parents went through a
“tough guy” stage.  I had to be jumped in to the family before they recognized me as their son.  I knew it had gone too far when my
mom got her “Thug Life” tattoo across her stomach.  They eventually outgrew that behavior, but on occasion, I hear my mom say
“What the dilly, yo?”

My father has given me one drug talk my entire life and it went something like this, “Hey, hand me that pipe.”  My mom was
in charge of the sex ed.  When I asked where babies come from she told me it didn’t matter because they were evil and they
should be shot on site.  If I ever feel like making my mom really proud I’ll have to get an automatic weapon because kids run fast
and I don’t want to miss any of them.

Overall, I guess they did a pretty good job.   I stopped wetting my bed last week and I think I might even be able to sleep
with the light off sometime soon.

By Spencer Yaras

That Guy
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Directions to Glassworks:
5 South, Exit Garnet, Head West
on Garnet, On the North Side of
Garnet, Between Haines and
Gresham, Across the Street from Ichiban

Have you tried that new beer Tequiza? I had one the other day
and let me just say, finally, the perfect drink. It’s about fucking
time someone figured out that there’s nothing better than the

smooth rich taste of straight 80 proof tequila with only 3% of the
alcohol. I mean, I’ve always wanted to drink three or four

glasses of tequila with dinner, but by the bottom of my third
glass, my dinner goes down the toilet, literally. But now! All that

great tequila taste without the unpleasant side effects of too
much booze. Thank you, Anheuser-Busch. I was buying

shampoo the other day and I wondered why I always buy
Suave. So I read the label and everything cleared right up. I buy

Suave because “Suave products cost less than their more-
expensive competitors.” So, I resolved, from now on, I’m only
buying products that are less expensive than those competing

products that cost more.  I’m filling out this job application and I
get to this question that kinda throws me for a loop.  It says,
“Please explain any long gaps in your employment record.”  I
ran into a problem because, I mean, is “on the lamb,” actually

spelled with a “b”?  Anyways, I didn’t get the job.  I was thinking
about writing a book called, “Chicken Soup For Me.”  I’m really
hungry.  It could be about ordering chicken soup in a restaurant

or maybe what to say before asking for a glass of ice water.

 CALL NOW! Leave a message, BIG BOY! Our

girls like it both digital and ANALog!
Message changes every two days!

Hot RECORDED chicks! The steamiest
in pre-recorded sex.

1-900-HOT-BEEP

oh yeah!

Liddle Thoughts
By George Liddle

Koala Kickin’ Ass in a Sloshball Brawl

Garnet Ave. X
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That’s right kiddies...

More Motherfuckin’ Lists!!
Top Seven Plant Pornos Due Out This

Month

1.  Debbie Does Douglas National Forest

2.  Windy Days III: Spreading the Seed

3.  Soiled Soil

4.  Rock-Hard Petrified Pleasures

5.  The Best of Cross-Pollination: Stiff Oaks

on Hot Birches

6.  Back to the Wild - featuring all un-

trimmed bushes

7.  Frenzied Fern Sporefest

Top Five Things to do to Kill Time On the

Long, Boring Elevator Rides Up To Your

Apt.

1.  Strip naked and see how many push-ups

you can do before the door opens

2.  Come up with a good explanation for

why you were doing push-ups naked in the

elevator when the door opens and there are

four Asian sorority chicks staring at your

hairy ass

3.  Have crazy animal sex with the four

Asian sorority chicks

4.  Get sprayed with mace by those four

Asian sorority chicks

5.  Masturbate

Top Five Things That Shouldn’t Be Funny

But Are

1.  “Over Forty” Magazine

2.  The last issue of THE KOALA

3.  The annual income of a Ph.D. in bio

4.  My butt

5.  Thermonuclear Holocaust

Top Five New Programs On SRTV

1.  “Adventures of Four Guys Sitting on a

Couch Speaking Inaudibly”

2.  “Are the phones working?”

3.  “The Call-and-Make-Fun-of-Me Hour”

4.  “Aryan and Jew Hour”

5.  “Steven Hawking’s Steamy Slut-Fest 4”

Top Five Uses for Cheetos

1.  Really small dildos

2.  Really bad cigarettes

3.  Really shitty orange pencils

4.  Edible butt plugs

5.  You ain’t got nothin ELSE to pack the

bong with...

Janet Reno pleads guilty...

... to being HOT, WET, and READY

for some action!!!  Relax while

she takes off your HOT and TIGHT

legal briefs.

1-900-ATTORNEY-GENERAL

NEW FROM ATLANTIC RECORDS:

 A True Story of Life on the Street

“IT’S REALLY HARD TO BE A GANGSTA
IN SEATTLE!” FEATURING THE HIT

SINGLE: “IT’S REALLY HARD TO PICK UP

BIG-BOOTIED BITCHES AT STARBUCKS!”

SIR MIX-A-LOT

PARENTAL ADVISORY:
CONTAINS SHITTY MUSIC

Hand Clapping Fun: The controversial

new talking doll, “Sorority Suze”, will

make her debut on toy store shelves later

this month. When the doll’s left buttock

is pinched repeatedly, Suze will say one

of several phrases, including “My sisters

wouldn’t approve,” “Put it in my ass this

time,” and “What was your name again?”

I am sooo drunk...

Top Five Tattoos

1.  “I’m Tuff”

2.  “This hurt.  A lot.”

3.  “Poison ROXXX”

4.  “Dukakis in ‘88”

5.  “KOALA 4 EVER”

Top Five Real Reasons Maya Angelou Isn’t

Speaking At Commencement

1.  Too busy shitting herself after drinking

prune juice and vodka all day.

2.  Can’t bear to tear herself away from her

12-year-old mentally retarded lover.

3.  Found out that UCSD is actually 99.9%

white and asian people.

4.  Afraid that the public will realize that she

DOESN’T know why the caged bird sings.

5.  It’s really difficult to address a large

audience when your mouth is always full of

cum.

Top Five Ways To Start A Conversation

With Your Girlfriend’s Dad

1.  “Is your wife a screamer too?”

2.  “Don’t worry-after my third kid I started

using protection.”

3.  “After rape conviction I had plenty of

time to write those letters to your daughter.”

4.  “Has she made it back from the abortion

clinic yet?”

5.  “Did you ever have sex with one too

many underage girls when you were my

age?”

Top Five Reasons I Want a Woman

President

1.  Only have to pay her 3/4 of what the

other Presidents made.

2.  Possibility of a striptease might increase

State of the Union ratings.

3.  Get to lay off the White House chef.

4.  I’ve always secretly believed there is no

god.

5.  Maybe four years at a full time job could

get her to shut up about childbirth.

Top Four Things “Hand-Job Barbie” Says

1.  “If you’d get me that Malibu House, I’d

change my first name to ‘Blow’.”

2.  “For the last time, NO!”

3.  “Since my break-up with Ken, I’ve had a

fear of intimacy.”

4.  “You’re out of tissues?  These stains will

never come out of my convertible.”

Top Five Reasons The Donkey Show Is

Better Than A Keanu Reeves Movie

1.  Throwing dollar bills at the screen

doesn’t make the movie any better.

2.  If you’re lucky...souvenirs!

3.  Destroying the Matrix is tricky, perform-

ing in front of a rowdy crowd twice a night

is next to impossible.

4.  Saving a bus is easy.  Fingering a girl

with only four hooves to work with is

tough.

5.  The donkey never takes a dramatic pause

to utter out stupidly, “Whoa.”

Top Six Ways to Miscarry Your Baby

1.  Belly flop contest

2.  Baseball bat, end-on

3.  Upside-down, by one leg

4.  Hose attachment on vacuum cleaner

5.  Fire extinguisher

6.  Running with scissors

Top Five Worst Places to Get a Hysterectomy

1.  Thailand

2.  While sitting next to that fine chick in

Psych 3

3.  That place on the middle of your back

you can’t quite reach

4.  While shaving

5.  What is a hysterectomy, anyway?
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Conversation 101
The Professor

Today, I will give instruction on how to carry on a conversation. Now many of you might think that conversa-

tion is unnecessary. But as anyone who has had to endure the delay of your erection after taking Viagra can tell

you, conversation can make the whole pill-popping process useless, especially if she isn’t unconscious or on

Roofies.  But help is on the way.  Read on.

Step 1:  Start by introducing yourself.  Here is a basic formula. “Hi. My name is ( l st name here), the

(strong visual adjective)  Example: “Hi. My name is John the Semen-Encrusted.” Grab her attention.

Step 2:  Begin conversation with something very agreeable.  Examples: “Women are genetically prone

towards gullibility.” or “Black people are a separate species from white people.” or “God, this is going

to be the longest hour of our lives.” Just so long as she feels your pain.

Step 3:  Expand.  Offer evidence to back up your claims.  Examples: “Look around. There are 5 billion

people here.” or “Just look at their hair.” or “I haven’t even finished Step 3 of Conversation 101.”

Step 4:  Ask about her. Although this almost invariably leads to mindless conversation, many times it

will take up almost the entire hour.

Step 5:  Be sensitive. When she tells you she wants to go home, what she really wants is for you to

understand and sympathize with her plight. But above all, don’t take her home. This ends the

conversation and wastes $10 on the pill. Also, don’t let her talk to her friends. Female to Female

conversation will be covered at a later time, but let it suffice to say that it spells bad news for you and

your chances for action tonight.

Step  6:  Turn every comment she makes into a sexually suggestive remark.  “I’m not gullible.” becomes

“You’re very lovable, let’s fuck.”  “Everyone’s different.” turns into “I’m indifferent about my

sexuality.” And “Let me go, let me go.” is “I’m a ho, I’m a ho.” or perhaps “Let me go and put on

lingerie.” If all else fails, you can use eternally funny and smooth lines such as “That’s what she said.”

and “I know you are, but what am I?”

Step 7:  HOOK IT UP! Very important. New scientific evidence suggests that language developed not

for hunting purposes, but rather so that smooth pick-up lines (see Step 6) could be expressed. It’s all

about reproduction.  Don’t wear a condom, make sure she’s not on the Pill.  Do you take showers

wearing a towel?  Neither do I.  Unroll a condom and spit in it when you’re done so she’ll think you

used one.

Step 8:  Leave. Remember, the last thing you want to do is push your luck. Warning: Conversation often

unpredictable at this point. You’re only in Conversation 101 so don’t get too cocky there, cowboy.

SLAP YOU UPSIDE THE HEAD UNTIL YOUR ASS BE LEANING ALL DIAGONALLY LIKE

I recently tried to quit smoking by using
nicotine gum. Nicotine gum comes in a
variety of types. There’s the regular 2 mg
dose and also a 4 mg form (for better
bubble blowing). It’s unfiltered, but those
who prefer that filter effect can leave the
wrapper on. For the people who like to
smoke ultralight cigarettes, nicotine gum
can be purchased in a similar ultralight
form called “Wrigley’s Spearmint Gum”.
The gum comes with an instruction
manual. One would naturally (and
incorrectly) assume that this manual
would contain tips to quit smoking.
Instead, it seems to try to drive people
back to cigarettes. For example, one “tip”
states that nicotine gum should be
chewed “...whenever you experience
cravings, such as right after dinner,” while
another pointer cautions that “...nicotine
gum should not be chewed less than 15
minutes after eating or drinking.” Yet
another pearl of wisdom instructs the
user to “...use the gum as frequently as
necessary, some smokers may have to
chew 24 or more pieces per day.” On the
next page, a large boldface entry warns
“DO NOT EXCEED 24 PIECES PER DAY”
The most obvious attempt to prevent

smokers from actually quitting can be
found in the instruction: “Do not use if
you have health problems.” How many
smokers don’t fall into this category?
None, that’s how many.
But, despite this flaw, I enjoy using
nicotine gum. My only complaint is that
my car ashtray keeps getting stuck.
Seeking to cash in on the sale of
alternatives to drug addictions, I have
created a few other gum products in an
attempt to become rich:
Heroin gum: Featuring a liquid center,
heroin gum is the product to buy to kick
the habit of shooting up. This product is
available wthout a prescription, and the
fact that it’s legal means that millions of
children can easily become hooked, thus
feeding my gigantic heroin empire.
THC gum: There isn’t actually a primarily
addictive chemical in pot, nor would there
be any reason to want to quit pot, but it’s
nice to be able to get high while in class
without having to step outside.
Cowshit gum: Although this doesn’t seem
to sell very well, I’ve kept it on the
market because if anyone is addicted to
cowshit, they need to quit.

Do you know what else doesn’t make
any sense? Lemons. It seems like every
other cleaning product features “The
Cleaning Power Of Lemons”. Who the
hell figured out that lemons could clean
anything? It’s not like every time you
get a stain on your shirt you run to the
fruit bowl, “Well, this banana doesn’t
seem to be working, I’ll try rubbing a
lemon on it, instead.”
I went to pay my rent the other day.
Every month I go into the rental office,
and every month I am amazed at the
stupidity of the people who work there.
When I gave my month’s notice for
moving out, I was given a form and
instructed that I had to fill it out and
bring it back. I responded by saying
that I was under the impression that
filling it out and throwing it in the trash
was sufficient. The lady replied, “No, if
you don’t return it, I can’t file it.” No
shit, you dumb whore.
That’s it for this article, kids. Now get
out of here before I have to slap you
upside the head until your ass be leanin’
all diagonally-like!!!

“Yo quiero your

cock in my tight

chihuahua ass!”
If you can find

a dog that will

talk dirtier to

you, we’ll give

you your money

back!

1-900-TACO-DOG

Sungod 2001:
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The one with Ricky from Silver Spoons. Ricky

introduces little dramatizations on a range

of subjects. One was on bullies. It had some

kid brushing up on his Michael Jackson

moves in front of a mirror. Then two older

kids come in and say “Hey kid, got the lunch

money?” take lil’ dancer’s money, push him

around a bit and then say “You don’t have

to tell anyone.” At the time I thought it was

funny that the shmuck dancing in front of

the mirror of his school’s bathroom got

picked on. The good news is that I totally

forget what Ricky suggested one does in this

predicament. I think it was something

brilliant like run home and tell mommy.

Lesson learned: Public Service

Announcements are written by sadists who

hate children.

The one where the dad finds his kid’s drug

stash (I think it was grass). The dad asks

“Where did you learn to do his huh? Who

taught you how to do this?!” The kid bursts

out into tears and cries out “I learned it from

you, dad! I learned it from watching you!”

much to the shock of dad.

Lessons Learned from Public Service Announcements

Throughout the Ages      By
 
Ken “Our Little Secret” Sullivan

Lessons learned: Don’t set your kid up for

easy comebacks.

The one where the cowboy “hankers for a

hunk of cheese.” The cowboy complains he

is so hungry he could eat a wagon wheel, so

he eats some cheese and crackers and

pretends to be satisfied. What Saturday

morning cartoon watcher knew what the fuck

“hanker” means? Lesson learned: American

children are too stupid to know how to snack.

The Partnership for a Drug-Free America ad

where they show the EKG of a “normal

teenager” and compare it to the brainwaves

of a “marijuana using teenager”. Of course

the pot smoker’s graph is all flat and lifeless.

This could be due to the fact that Partnership

used a comatose patient for their “marijuana

using teenager.”

Lesson learned: It’s perfectly all right to

blatantly lie to people, so long as it’s for a

“good cause”

That new Partnership one where the hick-

looking guy talks about how he used to be a

good kid, until he got hooked on pot. He says

his dad kicked him out of the house. What

the hell does a stoner get kicked out of the

house for? Did dad come home one day to

find his son quietly watching TV and yelled

“That’s it! You are no longer my son!” Yeah,

a PCP induced freak-out is a pretty sketchy

sight, but it’s nothing compared to someone

who’s smoked a couple of bowls.

Lesson learned: If you can’t think of

rational reasons for people to not smoke

weed, make them up.

The other new one where the kid is at a

party and gets handed a joint and after

having a petit mal seizure, says “no

thanks” and everything is fine.

Lesson learned: Even Partnership has on

occasional grasp of reality.

The brand spanking new one where they

tell us that a cigar has the nicotine

equivalent of 70 cigarettes. This would be a

good point IF you inhaled cigar smoke.

Lesson learned: If you put a cigar in a

glass of water overnight and drink the

water you will die of nicotine poisoning.

Actually I didn’t really learn that from the

commercial, I just think it’s a neat fact.

By Percival “Mad Dog” Terwilligger

Many students, upon hearing of my

affiliation with this fine publication, ask me

how they too can become involved with our

literary heritage. As such, I thought I’d use

this space to address all of these questions

for everyone to read. Basically, there are

two ways to become a part of the ongoing

hedonistic tradition that is The Koala. One

way involves submitting articles and writing

various other funny jokes. However, since

the only decent humor writers on campus

ALREADY are on staff, I’d advise most of

you to go for the second option: acquire

fame, fortune and the respect of the

international literary community by fucking

The Koala Staff. And yes, before you ask,

this DOES apply only to women. In the

unlikely event that we come across a funny

girl that actually wants to be on staff (Odds:

HOW TO F U C KF U C K  YOUR WAY INTO THE KOALA
2*1011 to 1), we may begin accepting male

groupie applicants. In the meantime, only

ladies need apply. Let’s go over the 3 basic

steps to seducing your way into The Koala,

shall we?

1. Attend a Koala Staff Meeting.  This part

is rather easy. Meetings occur every Friday

from about 4PM on, and every Wednesday at

8PM. If you find these times unworkable in

your schedule, please feel free to contact us

and we will be more than happy to make

alternative arrangements.

2. Get Naked.  Self explanatory. Though if

you want to wear boots or masks or whatever,

please feel free. This is only a general

guideline.

3. Engage in Torrid Sexual Intercourse

With The Koala Staff. The important

thing here is creativity. Nothing will

ingraciate you to The Koala like being

creative. Anyone can show up and engage

in missionary-style “banging” with the

Staff, so try to stand out. Past favorites

have included lap-dances, crisco-twister

and interpretive puppeteering. Try to say

or do something truly memorable.

Beyond that, the important thing to

remember is that being on staff is not for

everyone, so don’t get too down if you don’t

succeed in whoring your way into The

Koala. Remember that there are many other

publications on campus that, if not quite

Koala-caliber, are nevertheless always

looking for willing groupies. The Guardian,

in particular, has been unusually sexually

destitute since we crushingly defeated them

at softball, winning over the undying

devotion of all of their former groupies. Or,

if pasty white newspaper boys aren’t your

type, you could try out those feisty Voz

Fronteriza guys: they have that exotic

“latin” thing going on. Que Picante!

Fun Over The Years:

Rafting Down the Price Center Fountain Koala Night 2001
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Warren TV
These pussy-ass cunt fucks are
the jealous bitch motherfuckers
who turned in the once great
Koala TV for showing some
“porn.” The truth is, they always
hated us because we were good
and they sucked enormous
donkey dildos in hell. Now Koala
TV is remembered as the best
show to ever exist on television
(except for that Real Sex show
on HBO) and they are still just a
bunch of twat-smelling butt-
pirates who wish they had half
the ability of a quarter of one of
my testicles.

Geetings, readers. It is my happy duty to inform you that The Koala has once again changed editors. This being my
first issue as editor, I’d like to use this space to be sincere for a moment and address a very serious issue that is deeply
important to me: binge drinking. According to recent “studies,” as much as fifty percent of college students are binge
drinkers. These “studies” go on to cite binge drinking as the most serious drug problem on college campuses today. As
editor of a campus publication, I feel obligated to use my position to voice agreement.

Not only does this predict roughly 9000 students here at UCSD alone who don’t binge drink, the definition of binge
drinking includes having a mere 5 drinks in a row. It is a disgrace to modern American education that we should have
to lower our standards to this measly amount in order to balloon our ratings up to a miniscule 50%. According to the
“research” department here at The Koala, less than 20 years ago over 90% of college students consumed at least 17
beers or shots of hard alcohol on a bi-daily basis. Furthermore, of that 90%, roughly 60% got in a knife fight at least
once a month. Furthermore, only 6% lost.

Nowadays, however, most undergraduates don’t even consider pounding 11 shots of Robitussin Maximum Strength
Cough With “Da Cuties wit Da Booty” to be an integral part of their college experience. I ask you, what’s to become of
America if our future leaders lack the essential shouting and vomit-management skills provided by binge drinking? Also,
Keystone is an important source of valuable minerals and essential fiber.

Anyway, I’ll close by saying that, as you read the issue, I hope you’ll take a moment to reflect on the gravity of the
binge drinking problem. I urge you all to get involved and stop this trend before it’s too late. I hope every one of you
will follow The Koala’s footsteps by holding quarterly binge-drinking contests against campus organizations, and
whooping their pansy asses. Only you can make a difference.

People I Hate

Ethan’s First Ed Box......

Jesus
This whole year 2000 bug stems
directly from Jesus’s birth. If he
had been born just a few years
later, we wouldn’t have all these
computer problems. Bastard.

Luke Perry
He was eating lunch, my friend
wanted an autograph, but she
was working. So I decided I’d
get one for her. Luke had other
ideas and turned me away
because he’s got better things to
do than sign autographs.
However, his return to 90210
proves that he doesn’t.

Mr. Eisenhart And
Mr. Haker:
My high school band

teacher and counselor
These two bitchsticks
threatened to not let me
participate in my high school
commencement because I didn’t
want to play with the marching
band. They confirmed for me
what John Mellancamp always
said, “When I fight authority,
authority always wins.” They
also confirmed that married
men can be homosexuals.

Jack Lemmon Says,
“Arrrgg, you can
find gayer men and
you can find
better pirates,
but these are the
best gay pirates
anywhere.”

Tastes Nothing Like Chicken:

In a bid to bolster lagging

sales, last week Oceanview

Terrace unveiled its new

dinner entree, tentatively

called Big Bucket Of Gruel.

One employee emphatically

stated, “Big Bucket Of Gruel

will not only be a taste

sensation, but at a cost to us

of four cents a gallon, this is

likely to give OVT the

financial shot in the arm it

needs. Besides, where else are students going to eat?”

BBOG will provide 145 calories per serving and 12% of

the US RDA of protein, calcium, and feces.

KOALA NEWS FLASH!!!

“I’m ready to board your ship.”

1-900-GAY-PIR8
“Ahoy mate, come swab my dick.”

Freshman Drinking Game #3:
FRAT BOY

Who: You and 50 of your closest “friends.” What you need: Lots of money; 1 Woolly Sheep; Kegs of cheap beer; Zero
self-respect. How to play: Appoint one player the “Treasurer.” After each player gives the Treasurer $165, players
drink as much cheap beer as they can. Don’t worry,
the cover charge will allow you to play for the whole
quarter. Once everybody’s completely drunk, players must elect a “President.”  I t  is the
President’s job to fuck the sheep, and the rest of the players must have anal sex with each other.
This game used to be known as “Brotherhood.” Variation — “Sorority Girl”: Game play is same as above except
during the anal sex, 50 girls come over and sing songs. Then they sell you a t-shirt to remember the event.



Two Swingin’
UCSD Gents
Percival: How are you doing this fine day,

my collegiate sociate?

Malvolio: Quite well. And how does the evening find you?

Percival: Excellent. Have I yet related to you the tale of my exploits with

that young lady this previous weekend?

Malvolio: Nay. Pray tell.

Percival: Well, I had the idea of acquiring a body piercing in an intimate

area in the hopes of making an excuse to remove my trousers in her

presence. I had the notion that his would lead to intimate relations of a

satisfying nature.

Malvolio: An outstanding proposition.

Percival: So I thought. In any case, I ventured to a purveyor of such

piercings and had the operation performed. That night, with the young lady,

I broached the subject and, much to my delight, she requested a viewing of

the body jewelry in question.

Malvolio: Capital!

Percival: Indeed. So I removed my trousers and she bent own to inspect my

loins. At this juncture, she exclaimed ‘Hey, I don’t see no piercings!”

Malvolio: Indeed?

Percival: Indeed. So I explained to her that in order to view the piercing, she

would have to view me from the backside, if you understand my meaning.

Malvolio: Pray thee, how did it turn out?

Percival: Well, we did exchange bodily fluids, after a fashion.

Malvolio: How so?

Percival: She threw up on my dick.

Malvolio: I say! What a turn of events! That puts me in a mind of my

exploits the other day. I came to be enjoying the company of two stacked

sluts at a local establishment.

Percival: What uncommon luck!

Malvolio: Most certainly.

After a bout of rousing

conversation, we three

decided to vacate the

drinkery in favor of a more

private destination.

Percival: A grand idea!

Malvolio: Surely. We soon

came to occupy the abode of

the two ladies, wherein they

offered to perform an exotic

dance for my amusement.

Percival: Rousing!

Malvolio: So it was. During

the performance, one of

them said to me, “Ima give

it to ya like ya ain’t never

had it before, sugar-buns.”

Percival: How alluring!

Malvolio: So thought I.

Eventually, the dancing took

a lurid turn and my

companions removed their

vestments. It was at this

juncture that something

struck me as unseemly.

Percival: How so, my

friend?

Malvolio: One of the big-

bootied sluts had a dick.

Percival: Scandalous! What

said thee?

Malvolio: The situation

found me in a state of shock,

unable to rouse my voice in

protest.

Percival: Nay!

Malvolio: Yay! At this point,

things took a turn for the

worse, as the remaining

harlotte produced a phallic

apparatus and expressed the

desire to defile my anus.

Percival: Shocking! What

did you do?

Malvolio: Verily, I fled!

Percival: Sounds like a

successful holiday for the

both of us.

Malvolio: You can say that,

again, tiger! [They High-

Five]

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

PROUDLY PRESENTS

A look into the seedy underside of politics...

The Bob Dolemite
Story, Part II:

Geriatric
Boogaloo NC-

71

This film contains

sexually explicit scenes

and is inappropriate for

anyone under 71.

Freshman Drinking Game #4:
SDSU QUARTER MACK

What you need: 10 shotglasses; 10 quarters; 10 SDSU
Sorority Girls

How to play: Play goes counterclockwise with each girl taking
a turn. The guy sits in the middle of the table with his dick in
his hand. The object is to bounce the quarter into a shotglass.
When a girl successfully accomplishes this, the guy gets to
have sex with her. Play rotates, with a new guy sitting in the
middle. First guy to get an STD, wins!

Variation — “UCSD Mack”
Play is same as above, except when a girl lands a quarter in
the shotglass, the guy gets to study with her!
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